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The Journey
Building the Future Together

Building
the process or business of constructing something

Future
something that will exist or happen in time to come

Together
with each other
The POWER of Together
The POWER of Together

CHAPTERS QUIZ...

• What was the first chapter of ACMP?
• How many chapters do we have today?
The POWER of Together
The Future
Be, Do, Say the Rebel Way
Brighton
Be > Do > Say
Be > Do > Say
Do
Be > Do > Say
Say 9 OUT OF 10 CONVERSATIONS MISS THEIR MARK
CONVERSATIONAL INTELLIGENCE® DASHBOARD

LOW TRUST: RESISTOR
CONDITIONAL TRUST: EXPERIMENTOR
HIGH TRUST: CO-CREATOR

PROTECT

WAIT & SEE

LISTENING TO CONNECT, NOT JUDGE, CONFIRM OR REJECT
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Where can you apply your leadership gift?
The POWER of Together
Your Opportunity
Donna Brighton

Connect with me on LinkedIn

donna@brightonleadership.com